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Pinnacle Books hardcover.

Although Reiland Rabaka focuses mainly on the music associated with civil rights protest
movements of the 1960s, his splendid new book, Civil Rights Music, offers intriguing insights
about the close relationship that has long existed between African-American popular music and
African-American freedom struggles. This major addition to the civil rights literature shows how
black culture and black politics cannot be fully understood separately because they have always
transformed one another. -- Clayborne Carson, The Martin Luther King, Jr., Research and
Education Institute, Stanford UniversityIn this expert account of civil rights "movement music,"
Reiland Rabaka weaves an intricate tapestry around the musical stars and everyday people who
struggled for black liberation. In so doing, he offers a new way of hearing and writing the social
histories encoded in song. -- Emily Lordi, University of Massachusetts, AmherstDrawing on a
wide range of studies, Rabaka traces the history of African American music, focusing on how
that music intersected with the Civil Rights Movement. The author interprets 'civil rights music'
broadly within a complex theoretical structure. In the first two chapters, Rabaka takes up,
respectively, the sociology and the musicology of the Civil Rights Movement in the wake of WW
II. In chapter 2, he writes that 'Africana critical theory involves not only the critique of domination
and discrimination, but also—à la the Civil Rights Movement—a deep commitment to human
liberation and radical democratic social transformation.' In the remaining three chapters, he
looks at musical genres, examining the gospel, rhythm and blues, and rock 'n' roll music
associated with the movement. Numerous scholars and songs are cited.... Summing Up: Highly
recommended. Upper-division undergraduates through faculty. ― ChoiceAbout the
AuthorReiland Rabaka is professor of African, African American, and Caribbean studies in the
Department of Ethnic Studies at the University of Colorado at Boulder and the author of The Hip
Hop Movement: From R&B and the Civil Rights Movement to Rap and the Hip Hop Generation
and Hip Hop’s Amnesia: From Blues and the Black Women’s Club Movement to Rap and the Hip
Hop Movement.
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MJK, “Baffling. When I wrote the first review I was not finished with the book yet...I do want to
say that the author did a good job in writing the book but I think she tried to give a sympathic
side to Ricky which its just to hard to do...The man is a serial Killer regardless of whatever
childhood ( Hardship) background he had that doesnt give you a ticket to kill. I think its apalling
that Sharon got away with the murders its clear throughout the book that we now have a
murderess out there running free in society and that our legal system needs an overhaul
because if we continue to allow these deals to go on where the the sharons of the world testify to
get free of jail its pretty bad. I could not feel sorry for Ricky alot of the facts that were given to the
author came from ricky so thats why i find it hard to believe that all he has said is true...I have no
doubt he was abused as a child but the story is being told from a complete insane person ...No
sympathy here... I do however hope that where ever sharon resides that she is being watched on
a daily basis for the sake of her community...For all true crime readers the book is definetly a
must read but you will come out just as baffled as i was...”

Morgan V. Madison, “Serial killer in Texas from extremely abusive family. Well written.. Springer is
a good writer. Much of the story comes from the serial killer himself, though she did interview
many others and reviews the records.Unfortunately, this killer was yet another very badly abused
child in a family where abuse appears to have been generational, and I think that he would not
have become a violent criminal if he had been raised in a normal environment. His other siblings
confirmed that there was constant abuse from their father. The killer also claimed abuse from his
grandfather. Their mother initially stayed in the marriage, because she thought she could learn to
not set off her husband's terrible temper. Later, she was certain he would kill her. She did leave
him once, and he found her a month later and took her and the kids back home.I don't believe
his entire story. His descriptions of the killings are not consistent with the physical evidence.His
wife participated and then claimed that he forced her to. He claims that she instigated or
participated happily in the killings. She was convicted as an accessory and given probation -
which is outrageous, but women often get off lightly for violent crimes.”

Justin D Blackburn, “This book wonders in and out of a deranged killer's psyche.. I bought this
book for my wife who loves true crime novels. This book is a True crime novel, no fiction here. It
is at times quite graphic in nature. The author at times seems sympathetic to the killers. This
book wonders in and out of a deranged killer's psyche. In this book he speaks of his childhood
abuse, sexual, physical and emotional. His damaged mind doesn't in any way make what he did
forgivable or acceptable. Ricky Lee Green's perversions were fed by Sharon. She craved blood
and it didn't take much for him to appease her longing for it. I think that together they made for
an explosive combination. The stories he shared may have been to illicit sympathy or simply to
explain his thought process during that time period. I find it deplorable that Sharon played the



victim card and was awarded a small sentence for her part in the gruesome murders of several
people. The book is well written and is well worth the time invested in reading it. It is an old
novel and isn't available via electronic download. Which will probably keep most people from
reading this book. The author should consider a re-release of this novel as to include an
electronic version.”

rosekrystofolski, “Book about serial killing team where the killer wife gets off on probation. This
was a great read by a superior true crime author about 2 sicko murdering sex freaks. It is
REPREHENSIBLE that Sharon Dollar Green got off with 10 years PROBATION for the sexual
assault and murder of 2 women. That's WAY worse than Karla Homolka only getting 12 years for
participating in 3 murders with her husband Paul Bernardo and Charlene Gallego only getting 16
years for participating in 10 sexual assaults and murders with her husband Gerald Gallego.
Ricky Lee Green murdered 4 people but at least he paid for his crimes, with his life. Sharon
Green lied about everything to get out of trouble by claiming to be a battered wife and blaming
everything on her husband. It's an insult to battered women everywhere to put her into that
category. Maybe the evil witch avoided prison but some day she will answer to a higher
authority- She can't lie to God, and he won't buy her sociopathic excuses and justifications and if
there is any justice she will burn in hell for all eternity.”

Lea, “Blood Rush. Blood Rush is like a car wreck, you just have to look as you are driving by
even though you are sickened by the gore.There is no doubt that Rickey was a predator as was
his father and several of his cousins. It is said that we humans still possess the ability to sense
danger in time to flee much as a deer would. I have talked to people who lived in the community
who speak of feeling "uneasy" Just very uncomfortable in the presence of not only Rickey but his
father as well. If you fear the "bogeyman" is living next door ,you just might be right.”

CR, “SEEMS UNBELIEVEABLE. SOME OF THE STORY SEEMED UNBELIVEABLE. THE
FACT THAT THE DAUGHTER, SARAH, NEVER HEARD "ANYTHING".-FIND THAT HARD TO
BELIEVE. MR. GREEN AND SHARON ARE TWO VERY, VERY SICK PEOPLE. RICKY
FATHER'S IS ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING TO.IT'S ALSMOST LIKE THE CHILDREN DIDN'T
HAVE A CHANCE SINCE THE DAY THEY WERE BORN!”

Chris Dingus, “Was very happy to find a hard back. Was very happy to find a hard back. I lived in
the town this happened, and know many of the people mentioned in this book.”

Kay Hires, “Blood Rush. Blood Rush Is just what I wanted.Good Book. I have not finished
reading it but it is enjoyable.Thank you!!”

The book by Reiland Rabaka has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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